


Introduction

This document will contain the context surrounding the chosen site for Free Spirit and 
the reasons why this particular site was chosen. It researches into the location and 
historical context of the site for Free Spirit and analyses the building technically 

including the structure and the enviroment within which it stands.

ItIt also explores the materials, lighting, furniture, graphics and wayfinding that will help 
to drive the design and has an accomanying trend report for each of these. As well as 
this, it also analyses other projects as precedents that will potenially influence the look 

of Free Spirit.

This document also shows an understanding of what would be needed in a professional 
setting including fees and planning permission documentation.

Everything in this document is to support the final major project of Free Spirit.
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Figure 3: Collage
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Project Proposal

 The proposal of Free Spirit is to create an inclusive, tarot themed retail space and bar, 
for the use of non-alcoholic spirits, with the concept of cosmic clarity that is aimed at 
millennial men and women who are a part of the sober curious movement and have 
reduced, or wish to reduce, their alcohol intake for their mental and physical health in a 

safe and judgement-free environment.

Figure 4: Project Proposal
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Location Analysis
Manchester

Millennials in Manchester

InIn 2017 10,200 people moved to Greater Manchester from 
the capital and young adults now live in the city for jobs, 
leisure and the culture (Cachia, Cooper and Slater, 2019). 
Rebecca McDonald, who is an analyst at the Centre for 
Cities was quoted saying ‘‘our research found that the 
rejuvenation of city centre living has been largely driven 
by single twenty-something students and young 
proprofessionals’’ (as cited in Cachia et Al, 2019). Manchester 
is the youngest city in the UK with its average age of 33 
and 2 months and is ‘‘a hotspot for millennials, with more 
than a third of the population aged 24-42’’ (I Love MCR, 
2019). It has a lot to offer the younger generations; 
‘‘millennials flock there for the Instagram-worthy street 

art, cool cafes and buzzing nightlife’’ (Edmiston, n.d.). 

The city also has numerous universities and colleges 
including Manchester Metropolitan University, the 
University of Manchester and the Royal Northern College 
of Music. Some of the university accommodation offers 
alcohol-free areas and flats as they know that they ‘‘have 
students who want to avoid alcohol for reasons routed 
[sic] in general health, culture, fitness or religion’’ (Burns 
asas cited by Smith, 2018). Manchester is also home to 
millennials like 25 year old Dominic McGregor who is 
‘‘one of Manchester’s most successful young 
businessmen’’ and sober which has helped him in his 
career by conquering mental health hurdles and losing 

weight (Dobson, 2018).

Figure 7: Manchester Skyline
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Location Analysis
Cottonopolis - Industrial Manchester

Manchester dominated the textiles industry throughout the 1800s and became known as ‘‘Cottonopolis’’ 
(University of Wisconsin-Madison, n.d.). Due to this industrialisation the area was ‘‘the United Kingdom’s 
third most populous city’’ (Griffin, 2014). Manchester was famous for ‘‘manufacturing wool, cotton, linen and 

silk’’ (Lambert, 2019).

SSir Richard Arkwright, who invented the water frame (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2019) built 
a ‘‘steam-driven mill in Manchester in the late 1700s’’ (Swettenham, 2013). This was the start of 
industrialisation in Manchester (University of Wisconsin-Madison, n.d.). Manchester was one of the best 
places for textile production due to the transportation links of the canals and due to the steam engine by 
James Watt. The ‘‘productivity in textile mills skyrocketed’’ (University of Wisconsin-Madison, n.d.), however, 
overcrowding and poor working conditions caused ill-health and bad hygiene and another factor was the mills 

prproducing ‘‘black clouds of soot that covered the city’’ (University of Wisconsin-Madison, n.d.).

By 1816, ‘‘45.2 thousand tons per year’’ were being imported and by 1825 there were 104 cotton mills and 110 
steam engines across Manchester (University of Wisconsin-Madison, n.d.). The population increased to 
180,000 in 1830 due to migration for work in factories and coal fields and many ‘‘travelled from all over the 

world’’ to see Manchester’s mills. (University of Wisconsin-Madison, n.d.).
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Location Analysis
History Of Temperance in Manchester

Temperance means to abstain from or 
moderate the use of alcohol. 
(“Temperance”, 2019). To begin with 
Temperance ‘‘involved a promise not 
to drink spirits, and members 
continued to consume wine and beer’’ 
but there was soon a ‘‘teetotal 
momovement to campaign against the 
consumption of all alcoholic drinks’’ 
(BBC News, n.d.). The movement was 
adopted by groups in parts of Britain 
in the 19th Century and ‘‘advocates 
believed abstinence should be based 
on moral values’’ (BBC News, n.d.). 
TThe Temperance Movement came at a 
‘‘time of unprecedented growth in a 
rapidly industrialising country, which 
made the problems of drunkenness 
more evident’’ (BBC News, n.d.).  It 
became a part of the ‘‘working class 
movements fighting for the right to 
vvote’’ who wanted to gain more 
respect by not drinking (Collins, 2011). 
Temperance drinks were also sought 
after as they were connected to health; 
‘‘ginger for soothing nausea or colds, 
sarsaparilla and dandelion

on teetotalism including one on 
Stevenson Square, which was the 
home of ‘‘political rallies and 
festivities’’ (Menzies, 2016), off 
Oldham Street, with a brewer from the 
local area that gathered an ‘‘audience 
of many thousands’’ (The Malvern 
HiHills, 2018).

The North West is ‘‘not only the 
birthplace of the Temperance 
Movement, but its heartland’’ and the 
last original Temperance Bar that is 
still open today is Fitzpatrick’s, on the 
outskirts of Manchester in 
Rawtenstall (Lancashire life, 2012). 
AlAlso, Maine Road, the old Manchester 
City ground, was named after the 
Maine Law which restricted alcohol 
sales in the state of Maine in America 
in 1853 (Collins, 2011).

According to BBC News (n.d.), 
approximately a tenth of the adult 
population were total abstainers from 
alcohol by 1900.

for detoxifying’’ (Hardy, 2012).

TThe Temperance Movement had a 
large impact on the North West with 
the first Temperance society in 
Manchester was established in 1830 
(Band On The Wall, n.d.) and many 
bars opened in the area offering 
alcohol-free beverages (Hardy, 2012). 
A A Temperance house, ‘‘The 
Commercial Coffee House’’, opened in 
1833 in Manchester at 38 Oldham 
Street. It became so popular that only 
one year on the owner, Sarah Brown, 
moved the business to 22 Oldham 
Street, which was a larger building 
((Davison, 2006). This is the street the 
site is located on.

Dr Ralph Grindrod was a Temperance 
activist who was ‘‘probably the first 
medical man in England to sign the 
total abstinence pledge’’ and, in 1841, 
was the president of the Manchester 
and Salford Temperance Society (The 
Malvern Hills, 2018). He travelled 
aroaround England giving lectures 

Location Analysis
The Northern Quarter

TThe Northern Quarter was ‘‘once the site of the biggest fresh produce market in Europe [and] it has 
also been home to the rag trade and the print industry’’ (Lee, 2012). The area declined when the 
Arndale Centre opened in the 70’s and many shops moved to Market Street. It was rejuvenated in the 
90s with cheap rent making it easy for independent shops to set up and became the Northern Quarter 

that we know today (Menzies, 2016).

TThe area is known as ‘‘Manchester's creative, urban heart’’ (Visit Manchester, n.d.) and according to 
Young (2010), who assessed the Northern Quarter for The Great Neighbourhood Award 2011, stated 
that it is ‘‘unique and distinctive’’, filled with ‘‘Mancunian culture and identity’’ and ‘‘exhibits ample 
evidence of inclusivity and fairness’’. Many bars, restaurants and independent shops are located here. 
According to Manchester Bars (n.d.), the area is known to be the ‘‘most vibrant area of Manchester, 

with many young professionals living in the Northern Quarter's flats’’.
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Site Context

Figure 8: Oldham Street 1940s  

Oldham Street

Historical

OOldham Street is the ‘‘original Northern Quarter’’ 
(Manchester Bars, n.d.). It used to be one of the main high 
streets in Manchester in the 1800s and early 1900s. As stated 
previously, the big businesses moved or shut in the 70’s in 
favour of the Arndale but new, small businesses arrived on 
the street in the 90’s and the it is now is home to many 
independent shops, cafes and bars (Menzies, 2016).

Contemporary

OOldham Street is one of the main roads of the Northern 
Quarter with many bars and restaurants. It is a ‘‘haven for 
revellers during the evenings, with pubs including The Castle, 
Gullivers, and clubs such as Mint Lounge proving popular’’ 
(Bardsley, 2017). The street is always changing and adapting, 
for example 28-30 Oldham Street, which used to be Dry Bar, is 
being turned into a boutique hotel and is located across the 
roroad from the chosen site. (The Confidentials, 2017).Figure 9: Oldham Street Now 

33 Oldham Street

The site is located in the Smithfield Conservation 
area and is part of a street with listed buildings but 
is not a listed building itself (Millson Group, n.d.).

TThe conservation area, designated in 1987, is in the 
‘‘north-eastern edge of the city centre’’ and ‘‘the area 
is bounded by Swan Street, Oldham Street Market 
Street, High Street and Shudehill’’ and shares 
boarders with the other conservation areas on 
Oldham Street and Shudehill (Manchester City 
Council, n.d.).

TThe site itself is situated in a terrace of buildings 
(Wiplow, 2019).

NNot much is known about the history of the building. 
It is possible that the ‘‘first floor would have been 
simply used as a store room area for the ground floor 
retail space.  Possibly even the second floor being 
abandoned as residential accommodation in 
Manchester’’ (Griffiths, Page 3, Para 1, 2019). The site 
is currently being used as a cafe and bar and 
prepreviously ‘‘the property on the ground floor was 
used as a millinery supplier but other than that there 
is no record of its previous use’’ (Griffiths, Page 3, 
Para 9, 2019).

Smithfield Conservation Line

Site Context

Figure 10: Smithheld Conservation Map 
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Access

Footfall

The site is located at the Piccadilly Gardens end of 
Oldham Street so there is more footfall from Market 
Street and Arndale Centre.

Transport Links

TThere are four tram stops, two train stations and 
two bus stations nearby.

Walking distance:

- Victoria Station - 12 mins
- Manchester Piccadilly Station and Tram Stop - 11 
mins
-- Piccadilly Gardens Bus Station and Tram Stop - 4 
mins
- Market Street Tram Stop - 3 mins
- Shudehill Bus Station and Tram Stop - 7 mins

Manchester 
Piccadilly Station 
and Tram Stop

Market Street 
Tram Stop

Piccadilly Gardens Bus 
Station and Tram Stop

Shudehill Bus Station 
and Tram Stop

Victoria Station

33 Oldham St

Bus station

Tram Stops

Train Stations

Figure 11: Transport Links Map 
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Northern Quarter 
Multi-storey Car 
Park

33 Oldham St

Arndale 
Centre 
Multi-storey 
Car Park

Access

Local Car Parks

The Arndale Centre Multi-storey Car Park 
is a five minute walk away and the 
Northern Quarter Multi-storey Car Park is 
a three minute walk away.

TThere are also uncovered car parks nearby, 
east of the site, and metered street 
parking across the Northern Quarter that 
is free after 8pm every evening.

‘‘It‘‘It would be hard to find a 
better connected neighbourhood 
in the UK exhibiting as it does a 
strong offer of transport modes 
and accessible destinations’’ 
(Young, 2010). 

Summary

TThis site is within a convenient walking 
distance for people from the city centre 
and accessible for people from further 
away travelling by car, taxi, train, tram and 
bus. It also has a large amount of footfall 
from across the city as Oldham Street is 
one of the main roads in the Northern 
QuQuarter.

Figure 12: Car Park map  
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Second 
Floor

First 
Floor

Ground 
Floor

Basement

Figure 16: Second Floor Structure PlanFigure 14: Ground Floor Structure Plan Figure 15: First Floor Structure PlanFigure 13: Basement Structure Plan
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Spatial Analysis

Three windows at the 
rear of the building are 
currently blocked from 
the inside as there is no 
view due to the flue 
and the neighbouring 
building covering it.

Fire escape at the rear 
of the building.

Different ceiling heights 
within the space of each 
floor.

Main entrance at the 
front of the building 
and front windows.

Stairwell at the rear of 
the building.

Rear windows look out 
onto Short Street.

Columns and 
load-bearing walls.

Figure 17: Model 1

Figure 19: Model 3

Figure 18: Model 2

Figure 20: Model 4
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Threshold Analysis

2

1

Ground Floor

4

3

Figure 21: G
round Floor Plan

1. Entrance/Exit 2. Fire Escape and Goods Entrance 

3. Staircase to upper floors 4. Staircase to kitchen and staff area

Figure 26: Staircase 1 Figure 27: Ground Floor 
Landing

There is level access with a small ramp to accommodate disabled access at the front of 
the building. There are two double doors within the ground floor of the building to 
seperate the existing cafe area from the disabled toilet, staircases and fire exit.

The fire escape is at the rear of the building coming out on to Short Street with a small 
flight of stairs. This is also currently used as the goods delivery entrance and it is also 
used to access the bin store located outside.

There is no disabled access to other floors so this needs to be amended when designing.

Figure 22: Front Ramp Figure 23: Front Entrance 
External

Figure 24: Rear External Figure 25: Fire Escape

Threshold Analysis

First Floor

Second Floor

2. Staircase to Second floor and Gound 
floor

3. Staircase down to First floor 4. Door to roof

Figure 31: Basement 
Stairs

Figure 32: First Floor 
Landing

Figure 34: Staircase 2 Figure 35: Second Floor 
Landing

Figure 36: Door To Roof

Figure 33: First Floor 
Landing 2

3

4

1

2

1. Staircase up 
to Ground floor

There is a full staircase that goes to all floors but a lift is needed 
for disabled access and there is a door on the second floor that 
leads to the building’s roof but it currently isn’t used.

The only fire exit is on the ground floor so people on the floors 
above will need to use the staircase.

Basement

Figure 28: Basement Plan

Figure 29: First Floor Plan

Figure 30: Second Floor Plan20
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Environmental Analysis

The chosen site, 33 Oldham Street, is South-East facing and has windows at the front 
and rear of the building.

There are five North-west facing windows at rear of the building however three of 
the windows on one side at the rear are blocked by the building behind and the flue 
so they are currently covered inside as there is no view. The open windows at the rear 
are on the First floor staircase and the Second floor staircase.

TThere is a full height South-East glazing on the ground floor, a large South-East 
facing wall-to-wall window on first floor and 4 smaller South-East facing windows 
on the second floor. 

There is no natural light in the basement.

Figure 37: Site Location Plan

Figure 38: Second Floor Windows

Figure 39: Front Of Site Figure 40: Rear Of Site Figure 41: Close Up Of Exterior
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There are no listings on the building so there are no 
limitations internally but it is in a conservation area 
meaning that the exterior needs to still compliment 
the other surrounding buildings.

TThe interior can operate in many different ways due 
to the space having minimal load-bearing walls 
inside. When the existing partitions are taken out, it 
is an open plan space and can be separated into 
smaller, more private areas if needed. 

A lift needs to be included for the ground, first and 
second floor for disabled access. 

TThe large windows could be used for signage or 
advertising and the gap between the ground floor 
and first floor window on the front exterior could be 
used for signage, similar to Night and Day’s signage 
also on Oldham Street. Doing this would still be in 
keeping with the look of the street scene and 
shop-fronts.

TThe site  has potential to  incorporate the  roof into

Site Constraints and Potential

the scheme with access from the door on the second 
floor to the roof to create a roof terrace.

The street the site is located on has footfall 
throughout the day and night which means it is an 
optimal site for an establishment that would have 
long opening times and appeal to day-time and 
night-time revellers.

HHalf of the rear of the building is hidden by the 
neighbouring building therefore there is no natural 
light on this side and no view from the windows so 
they aren’t to be used. This area will need to be 
artificially lit to a high standard to compensate as it 
could be a safety hazard on the staircase and the 
windows should be blocked up properly to look more 
proprofessional.

The top floor also has fairly poor lighting so this also 
either needs to be addressed or incorporated in the 
design to create a more subdued and moodier area.
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Trend Report
Material

Dichroic Glass

DDichroic glass has  ‘‘multiple micro layers 
of metals’’ (Levitt Architects, 2013) which 
allows it to have a different reflective 
colour to its surface colour when it is hit 
by different angles of light (Creative 
Glass, n.d.). Depending on these metals, 
they ‘‘transmit differing and 
cocomplementary colors [sic] of the light 
spectrum’’ (Levitt Architects, 2013) and 
also change throughout the day as the sun 
moves and in different seasons (Levitt 
Architects, 2013). 

Dichroic glass is also used in furniture, 
art and lighting design (Levitt Architects, 
2013). 

FFor Free Spirit, this glass can be used 
because it fits to both the clarity and 
cosmic aspect of the concept as it is 
transparent but the shadows are vibrant 
and change colour depending on which 
way light is shown onto it which is unusual 
and interesting to the consumer.

Figure 50: Dichroic Glass 1 

Figure 55: Dichroic Glass 3 Figure 56: Dichroic Glass 4 

Figure 54: Dichroic Glass 2 
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Figure 54: Dichroic Glass 2 
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Trend Report
Lighting

Figure 64: Fibre Optic Cloud 1

Optical Fibre Cloud

The optical fibre cloud is a hand made custom lighting installation found at the Pearl 
Bar in Berlin above the dance floor designed by IDEA and made by PiXL Factory. 

TThe installation is made of ‘‘540 kilometers of hand knit fibre optic wires’’ (Kovachev 
as cited by IDEA, n.d) that is ‘‘divided into 1550 individual pixels’’ (PiXL Factory, n.d.) 
and reacts to sound and changes colour depending on the ‘‘music and the crowd‘’ by 
being connected to an ECUE system (Kovachev as cited by IDEA, n.d). By reacting to 
the customers in the space, it connects the space to the consumers and also could be 
percieved as something living.

FFor Free Spirit, this installation will be an instagrammable ceiling feature as it 
connects to the concept of cosmic clarity by replicating space matter and a galaxy of 
light and colour above consumers.

Figure 65: Fibre Optic Cloud 2

Figure 58: Fibre Optic Cloud 3
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Assemblage Wood Dining Table and Bench

Fort Standard’s Qualities of Materials collection is about exploring the quality of wood, 
leather and stone and ‘‘reimagines natural materials beyond standard convention and 
applications’’ (Wong, 2016). It includes this table and bench which has a ‘‘distinct look through 
intriguing patterns and design’’ (Wong, 2016).

TThe furniture is ‘‘made from hundreds of thin, hard maple slats’’ which are made into 
‘‘triangular tubes’’, meaning the furniture is hollow and lightweight whilst still keeping it’s 
structure and also makes up the hexagonal legs (Fort Standard a, n.d.). People can also see 
through the furniture through the tubes and the table is 2946mm x 1067mm x 737mm and the 
bench is 2438mm x 483mm x 457mm (Fort Standard b, 2016).

FFor Free Spirit, the bench and table fit into the concept of clarity as it is clear to see the 
structure and nothing is hidden and it has an element of transparency as you can see through 
the furniture.

Figure 69: Assemblage Bench and Table

Trend Report
Furniture

Figure 71: Assemblage Table 1

Figure 72: Assemblage Table 2

Figure 73: Assemblage Bench and Table 230
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Olex Oleole Art

Olex Oleole is an internet artist from Bulgaria (Super 
Superficial, n.d.) that fuses ‘‘images that don’t quite fit 
together’’ (Recinos, 2014) to create surreal graphics that have 
been used by independent companies like Ah! Brew Works 
craft beer company (Ah-Ax, 2014).

TThe graphics are described as ‘‘contemporary interpretations 
of French illustrations from the end of 19th and the beginning 
of the 20th century’’ (Olex Oleole, n.d.). The result is something 
that ‘‘feels surreal even while it looks familiar’’ (Recinos, 2014) 
and the mix of images creates something eye-catching and 
intruiging and becomes ‘‘a puzzle [that is] waiting to be 
solved’’ (Recinos, 2014).

At Free Spirit, the signage could 
incorporate this style and feel to it 
as it is something recognisable but 
also unique, out of the ordinary and 
modernised. It has become 
something creative and makes the 
signage more memorable and stand 
ouout more to the consumer as they 
can try to work out what it is that 
they are seeing being merged 
together.

Figure 84: Olex Oleole 1 Figure 85: Olex Oleole 2

Figure 86: Olex Oleole 3

Figure 87: Olex Oleole 4

Figure 88: Olex Oleole 5 Figure 78: Olex Oleole 6

Trend Report 
Graphics
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Trend Report
Wayfinding

Flotex Vision by Forbo

FFlotex Vision is a ‘‘flocked floor covering’’ (Forbo a, n.d.) made for commercial 
and public areas. The ‘‘high tech textile’’ (Forbo b, n.d.) has a large range of design 
options with ‘‘digitally printed, high definition designs’’ and there is also the 
option for a bespoke printed design (Forbo a, n.d.). It has ‘‘noise-control and slip 
resistant qualities’’ (Dezeen Staff, 2018) and can be used in ‘‘extreme wear and 
high traffic’’ (Forbo b, n.d.) areas. It is available in ‘‘sheet, tile and plank formats’’ 
(Forbo b, n.d.), is very sustainable and has a ‘‘product lifetime that surpasses that 
of orof ordinary textiles” (Forbo b, n.d.).

The flooring doesn’t absorb any liquids so it is easily cleaned (Forbo b, n.d.). It 
‘‘combines the appeal of a textile floor covering with the practical and hygienic 
advantages of a resilient’’ (Forbo b, n.d.). There are over ‘‘70 million nylon fibres 
per square metre’’ (Dezeen Staff, 2018).

Text can also be printed into the 
design and therefore can be made 
into wayfinding. This would be 
good for Free Spirit in the 
bathrooms area as wayfinding to 
find the secret bar on the second 
floor as it is hygienic and bespoke 
bubut also something that would not 
be expected.

Figure 90: Forbo Flotex 2

Figure 91: Forbo Flotex 3

Figure 92: Forbo Flotex 4Figure 89: Forbo Flotex 134
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Precedent
Mejuri Vault Pop-Up, New York

Designers: Marquis Projects
Date: November - December 2019

Mejuri Vault is a 2,300 sqft ‘‘maze-like installation’’ (Timeout, n.d.) that 
showcases three jewellery collections; ‘‘the zodiac, the tarot and 
diamonds’’ (Mejuri, 2019). The space allows customers  to explore  their  
‘‘creativity and play’’ (Bindra, 2019), is ‘encouraging a sense of 
discovery’’ (Mejuri, 2019) and is chosen as a precedent because it 
highlights the different interpretation and colour palette of mysticism 
which will influence the design and customer experience in the retail 
spspace. 

The shop is more curated for social media as the vault has connotations 
of secrecy and the social media element creates advertisement as it 
builds ‘‘word of mouth attention when customers post about the space 
on their accounts’’ (Richards, 2019) which should be implemented to the 
design of Free Spirit in terms of the secret bar and getting the 
millennial consumers to know about it and find it. By creating a 
‘‘instagram-able world’’ (Mejuri, 2019) with social media influencers in 
mimind, it builds ‘‘brand awareness and customer loyalty’’ (Richards, 2019) 
whilst also creating free publicity by providing ‘‘visitors with plenty of 
moments created for social media’’ (Chong, 2019) and giving them a 
feeling of discovering something.

Also, by allowing consumers to relate to the space, like to find their 
horoscope mirror, it is ‘‘taking retail to a level of hospitality and 
relationship building’’ (Morin as cited by Richards, 2019) but keeps the 
secrecy of the Vault with hints by posts only on social media. It creates 
an ‘‘under-the-radar feeling’’ (Chong, 2019) that appeals to people that 
want to be associated with the influencer crowd and makes them visit 
to see it for themselves and post their own photo.

Figure 99: Mejuri Vault Tarot Wheel 

Figure 104: Mejuri Vault Entrance

Figure 102: Mejuri Vault Tarot Area Figure 101: Mejuri Vault Horoscope Mirror 

Figure 103: Mejuri Vault Diamonds Mirror

Figure 100: Mejuri Vault Materials

Precedent
The Fat Pig, Hong Kong

Designerss: Michaelis Boyd Associates
Dates: November 2016

TThe Fat Pig is a 6,350sqft ‘‘microbrewery and beer hall, bar area and main dining room’’ 
(Urdesignmag, 2016). The designers deciphered the chef, Aitkens’ ‘‘nose-to-tail dining 
concept’’ by creating an open-plan space with raw materials (Urdesignmag, 2016). It is a mix 
of ‘‘posh diner with an inkling of rustisity’’ (Soler, 2015) and the materials are inspired by 
Asian street markets (Soler, 2015) and the warm, ambient neon lighting are ‘‘inspired by the 
rich history of Hong Kong’s disappearing iconic street signage’’ (Stevens, 2016). The mirrors 
and tiles used ‘‘helps magnify the impact’’ (Urdesignmag, 2016) of the neon lights which is 
sosomething to consider for Free Spirit and the clarity concept. The globe chandeliers are 
locally made (Urdesignmag, 2016) and are also inspiration for echoing the shapes associated 
with mysticism without becoming cliche. The emerald gloss ceiling, that covers half of the 
restaurant space, reflects the lighting and creates a ‘warm ambience (Urdesignmag, 2016) 
and playing with reflections and light is something that is needed in the proposed project.

The microbrewery area is the first of the three areas that customers enter and has 
‘‘engrained oak flooring and natural oak furniture’’ (Urdesignmag,  2016) which is inspired
by a traditional beer hall and the ‘dramatic open 
kitchen’’ works as the main focal point 
(Urdesignmag,  2016). The bar itself is made from 
pigmented cast concrete and has a ‘‘custom-made 
glazed lava stone bar  top’’  (Stevens, 2016)  which 
faces  the ‘‘permeable’’ restaurant  that has 
different seating  that create  a ‘’variety of  
didining  experiences’’  and its location  allows  
customers ‘‘glimses and views of the whole space’’ 
(Urdesignmag, 2016). The different seating should 
be implemented into the design as the project 
should cater for different consumer needs and 
levels of privacy. Figure 94: Fat Pig 1

Figure 96: Fat Pig 3

Figure 95: Fat Pig 2

Figure 97: Fat Pig 4

Figure 98: Fat Pig 5
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Precedent
Pink Room, Kiev

Pink Room is a 60sqm French and vintage inspired speakeasy bar located under 
the stairway of an old, shut-down cinema in Kiev (The Cool Hunter, 2016). 
Customers have to enter a code retrieved from the owner of the bar to get 
through a doorway hidden by a replica Jules Cheret poster but with Kiev instead 
of Paris in the background (The Cool Hunter, 2016). The concealed access style, 
word-of-mouth secrecy and consumer discovery is something that could be 
implemented into the proposed project second floor bar. The idea of finding a 
sesecret bar it something that would fit well into the cosmic concept and 
other-worldly experience of Free Spirit.

The bar itself is the main focal point within the small space and has a row of 
cinema chairs facing it, which can be folded to maximise the space on  the  first  
floor. Circle Line also used antique finished mirrors on the ceiling and bar back 
and mirrored coffee tables to ‘‘create an illusion’’ (Davidson, 2016) to also 
‘‘visually enlarge the space’’ (Norris, 2016). This could be utilised in Free Spirit 
to make the space seem more inviting, as the space is narrow and long, and tie 
into the concept of cosmic by making something feel larger and more vast. Also, 
byby having the reflective coffee tables and mirrored ceiling, it creates an infinity 
mirror effect  and ‘’double reflection’’  (Norris, 2016) which again helps echo the
cosmic clarity concept andcreates a never-ending 
illusion within itself. 

TThe  second floor has a mix of antique furniture, a DJ 
booth and a screen to show old silent movies (The Cool 
Hunter, 2016). This creates a cosier and more secluded 
area within the bar which may be something to think 
about in regards to creating a difference from the 
second floor bar to the first floor bar for Free Spirit.

Designerss: Circle Line Studio
Dates: May 2016

Figure 107: Pink Room Entrance

Figure 108:  Pink Room 
Staircase

Figure 105: Pink Room Bar Area

Figure 109: Pink Room Cinema 
Seating

Figure 110: Pink Room Bar

Figure 106: Pink Room Second Floor

Designerr: Laetitia Gorra
Dater: 2019

The Wing is a members’ only communal, co-working space for women that is located 
in a ‘‘1,114 square-metre’’ five-storey building in London (Levy, 2019).

TThe interior uses a ‘‘soft pastel palette’’ (Urwin, 2019) and is designed in-house. The 
palette and use of light can help the design of Free Spirit which has darker and 
lighter areas within the building. Each of the floors are different with ‘‘a unique look 
with a mix of British and European influences’’ (Fitzmaurice, 2019) creating a 
bright space for women to work, meet and network’’ (Fitzmaurice, 2019). The 
Dashwood tearoom takes inspiration from an ‘‘English country garden’’ (Levy, 2019). 
Free Spirit  will also have  a different  look  and different  inspirational  references
between each floor but will keep within an overall 
concept like The Wing.

TThe interior also uses soft curves to create an  
appealing, feminine and welcoming atmosphere 
throughout the space as  ‘The Wing’ name comes from 
‘‘being an extension of your home’’ (Gorra as cited by 
Levy, 2019) and that is the feeling that they are trying 
to produce. For Free Spirit, using the curves and 
arches references shapes found within the concept and 
dedevelopment of the project but these shapes should be 
used in a more abstract way within the design instead 
of just doorways and arches and will possibly make it 
more appealing, non-threatening and inviting to the 
consumers.

Figure 113: The Wing Tearoom 2 

Figure 112: The Wing Beauty Room Figure 114: The Wing Help Desk 

Figure 111: The Wing Tearoom 

Precedent
The Wing, London
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Visualisation Style
Mixed Media Sketches

Kyle Henderson is an artist from London who ‘‘worked as an 
architect and illustrator for several years’’  and has an MA in 
Illustration (Anise Gallery, n.d.). His illustrations include ‘‘detailed 
pen and ink work’’ (Cargo Collective, n.d.) which are inspired by his 
travels to different cities. 

TThe mixed media adds different textures to visuals and can be 
used to help to tie into the cosmic side of the concept for Free Spirit 
and the more technical sketching reflects the clarity side of the 
concept. Also, the use of colours could help highlight different 
elements of the visualisation.

Figure 115: Kyle Henderson 1 Figure 116: Kyle Henderson 2 Figure 117: Kyle Henderson 3
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Rendered Elevation

TThis rendered elevation uses light, shadow and 
vague reflection to create depth and contrast. It 
also connects the building to its surroundings in a 
simplistic and more conceptual way. The circle 
expands the view to show the context that the 
building is in while the blocks under the trees 
represent its roots but also act as a reflection by 
crcreating symmetry.

For Free Spirit, rendering an elevation and 
possibly a section to this style would reference 
back to the concept of clarity with clean, sharp 
lines and simple rendering but also the cosmic side 
by explaining the connection to the surrounding 
environment and parts that create a larger view 
which can be seen as an opposite with curved lines 
and and soft textures.

Visualisation Style

Figure 118: Elevation

Visualisation Style
Mixed Media Sketches
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Figure 115: Kyle Henderson 1 Figure 116: Kyle Henderson 2 Figure 117: Kyle Henderson 3
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Model Style

This is a model of a house, workshop and exhibition space of a violin maker 
located in Bucharest in Romania by Patty Piturlea (Piturlea, 2013). The 
model is made from clear and white perspex that is etched with probably a 
lasercutting machine. 

TThis sleek and clear model can be used as inspiration for the Free Spirit 
model as it links to the clarity concept however this model uses the clear 
perspex to show the locations of the surrounding buildings and the white 
perspex for the violin maker’s space to effectively see how the new design 
relates to the other buildings as it becomes prominent and stands out.

For Free Spirit the model will take inspiration from the clear perspex for the 
main structure and possibly coloured perspex for the interior elements.

Figure 121: Perspex Model 3 Figure 120: Perspex Model 2 Figure 119: Perspex Model 1

Perspex
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QR Codes

QR Codes or Quick Response codes are a type of two dimensional bar code that 
can be read using a smartphones and tablets and are generally used to 
‘‘disseminate information to the general public’’ (Rouse, 2013). The QR code was 
designed by Densa-Wave and were ‘‘originally used for tracking inventory’’ (Rouse, 
2013).

AArchi-Depot, an architectural scale model museum in Japan, uses QR Codes next 
to each model ‘‘so that visitors can use smartphones and tablets to find out more 
about each project, and view accompanying photographs and drawings’’ (Frearson, 
2016) as you can see in figures 122 and 125 and to save exhibition space.

For Free Spirit, incorporating QR Codes is innovative and plays on the idea of 
secrecy and curiosity. Only by scanning the code will the consumer get the 
information.

Figure 125: QR Code sign 

Figure 123: Archi-Depot 2

Communication Strategy

Figure 126: Archi-Depot 3Figure 122: Archi-Depot 1

Figure 124: QR Code and Phone 
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